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This week we’ve been busy counting numbers, and adding using numicon. The children have enjoyed exploring
the numicon equipment and singing along to number songs with Jack Hartman to 100! Omar matched numicon
pieces the corresponding number to 10 independently. Well done Omar! And Pharrell has been a star, working
out problems in maths by counting in two’s, five’s and ten’s. Well done Pharrell!
In English, we investigated all the things we could do with our fingers like Barry the Fish. We painted with
our fingers, cut out pictures with scissors and played with finger puppets. Mohammed enjoyed painting with
his fingers! Super Mohammed, well done!
In RE we talked about the things that we liked and that we wanted. Jessica used her communication book to
say ‘I want an ipad, wind the bobbin up’. Excellent Jessica! Well done!
In Forest school, we have been helping create a bug hotel. We worked hard at adding tubes, trays, moss,
sticks, pine cones, and other hideaway areas for all the creatures. Ethan enjoyed Viren singing creepy crawly
nursery rhymes while we watch the wormery.
In history, we looked at how the Athenians and Spartans fought against each other. We also talked about the
differences between Athenians and Spartans.
In science, we observed our beans. They are beginning to grow now and have little shoots appearing. We
measured and drew a picture of them. Viren was very careful to measure his stalk and Dylan and Khane drew
super pictures of their beans! Well done boys!
And lastly, we had a visit from a lady who sells Fairtrade. We bought ingredients from her that will be using
to make cakes and biscuits next week for our enterprise in making money for Fairtrade.

And finally…

Mohammed! For being a kind, caring and helpful member of Willow Class to all his friends!
Well done Mohammed!

Reminders…

Sun cream with name labels on please
Bank Holiday Mon 3rd May
If a member of your family shows signs of Covid-19 symptoms, please follow the government
guidelines

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance?priority-

Look what we’ve been up to this week…

